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Abstract: Platelet-rich plasma (PRP) is a nontransfusional hemocomponent, considered as a powerful
concentrate of growth factors (GFs) therapeutically used to stimulate tissue regeneration. The use
of autologous PRP, as the patient’s own biological material, for therapeutic purposes represents a
safe and effective alternative to conventional treatments in both human and veterinary medicine.
The aim of this study was the characterization of canine PRP from rheological and biological points
of view. Thus, a characterization of the viscoelastic properties of the PRP systems was performed
in order to clarify the influence of different calcium concentrations, in the presence of autologous
thrombin-rich solution, on the PRP gels’ mechanical properties, from which the applicability of these
systems in biomedical treatments is strongly dependent. Then, an evaluation of the content of GFs
in PRP, activated or not with thrombin, and stored at different temperatures (37 ◦C and −20 ◦C)
was performed over time, outlining, for the first time, the importance of the effect of physiological
temperature (37 ◦C) on the production of GFs. A clinical case study conducted in a dog with a
complete rupture of the common calcaneal tendon (Achilles tendon) confirmed the relevance of this
hemocomponent in the daily veterinary clinical activity and the potential translational value for
human health.

Keywords: hemocomponent; thrombin-rich solution; storage stability; PRP gels; viscoelastic
properties; ELISA test

1. Introduction

Platelet-rich plasma (PRP) is a nontransfusional hemocomponent, which can be therapeutically
used as an autologous source of thrombocyte-derived growth factors (GFs) to promote wound healing
and tissue repairing for several clinical applications [1]. It can be administered topically in an inactivated
liquid form through infiltration or injection for the treatment of skin, joint or tendon disorders. In this
case, GFs are released on the application site after platelet activation by endogenous substances such as
collagen [2]. Alternatively, PRP can be placed in situ on the affected site after inducing the formation of
a clotted/gelatinous material, referred as platelet or PRP gel. PRP gel can be prepared via exogenous
activators, as chitosan [3], bovine thrombin [4–7], thrombin receptor activating peptide (TRAP) [7],
ITA gelling agent (Natrex Technologies Inc, Greenville, NC) [4], batroxobin [8], ascorbic acid [9], pulse
electric field [7], autologous thrombin [6,10], thrombin/calcium chloride [4], or their combination.
These activators are able to induce platelet degranulation and release of GFs, chemokines and other
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bioactive metabolites, occurring together with the clotting and gelation of the starting PRP. Specifically,
the degranulation of platelet granules causes the release of several GFs, including: Platelet-Derived
Growth Factor (PDGF), Transforming Growth Factor β (TGF-β), Vascular Endothelial Growth Factor
(VEGF), Basic Fibroblast Growth Factor (bFGF), Platelet-Derived Epidermal Growth Factor (PDEGF),
Insulin-like Growth Factor-I/II (IGF-I/II) and other active compounds, which are demonstrated to
promote regenerative processes including fibroblast chemotaxis, proliferation and differentiation,
angiogenesis and epithelial regeneration [11–13]. PRP gels have some therapeutically advantages over
the liquid form, when applied on skin surfaces, mucous membranes, or in internal tissues during
surgery. Specifically, PRP gel has more adhesiveness with respect to liquid PRP, which facilitates its
applicability (for instance in the case of wounds) and increases the residence time of the formulation
on the injuries [14–16]. Moreover, PRP gels have an internal fibrin framework structure, acting as a
support regenerative matrix, in which GFs are embedded and slowly released at the injured site [17].
The use of autologous PRP for tissue healing and therapeutic purposes offers a safe and effective
alternative to conventional treatments, without relevant side effects being patient’s own biological
material [18]. In recent years, PRP gels have been used in vivo for many disorders related to healing
process in wounds [19–25] and musculoskeletal lesions [18,26–29] both in human and veterinary
medicine (Figure 1). Biological (e.g., release of the active compounds) and mechanical (plasticity,
modelling and resistance at the level of application site) properties of PRP gels are markedly influenced
by platelet concentration and the nature of the activator. Although human autologous PRP gels
have been extensively investigated in terms of GFs release [4,5,8,30–32], rheological and mechanical
properties [33–36] as well as clinical applications [23,37], are aspects only partially investigated in
canine PRP gels. For instance, few studies have reported the GF content of canine PRP gels [38–40],
while, to the best of the authors’ knowledge, no rheological/mechanical studies were performed
on canine PRP gels. The aim of this study was to characterize canine PRP from rheological and
biological points of view. The influence of different calcium concentrations together with autologous
thrombin-rich solution on the rheological behaviour of the PRP has been assessed. In terms of biological
properties, the specific purpose was to evaluate the effect of thrombin activation and storage conditions
(37 ◦C and −20 ◦C), on the GFs content in PRP over time. Furthermore, in order to frame the results
of this study on practical therapeutic aspects, a preliminary case study from daily veterinary clinical
activity has been presented.
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Figure 1. Possible applications of canine platelet-rich plasma (PRP) in the clinical practice: (a): intra-articular
injection of liquid PRP in a stifle joint to treat osteoarthritis. (b): Topical application of PRP in gel formulation
in a chronic difficult-to-heal wound over the point of the shoulder. (c): Application of PRP for wound bed
preparation and engraftment stimulation of a free mesh skin autograft performed in a forelimb traumatic
wound with wide loss of substance. (d): Use of PRP as biological augmentation for acute common
calcaneal tendon (Achilles tendon) rupture surgical repair by end-to-end suture. (e): Use of PRP as an
alternative to cancellous bone during arthrodesis of a metatarsophalangeal joint. (f): Application of PRP
during the surgical treatment of a non-union femoral fracture.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Blood Collection and PRP Preparation

The study was performed complying with opinion of the committee in charge of animal welfare
(OPBA, University of Camerino, protocol number E81AC.10/A) according to the National Legislative
Decree 4 March 2014 n. 26, implementation of EU Directive 2010/63/EU. Blood was collected from
ten healthy owned dogs at the Veterinary Teaching Hospital, School of Biosciences and Veterinary
Medicine, University of Camerino. Informed owner consent for inclusion in the study was obtained
for each dog. All dogs were between one and 10 years of age and had a minimum body weight of
15 kg. They had no noteworthy medical problems or medical history, except for osteoarthritis, and
were not allowed to be taking any medications other than nutritional or nutraceutical supplements
such as glucosamine and chondroitin-sulphate. Upon admission, each dog had a complete physical
examination, blood count, and serum biochemical profile. In all dogs, an articular infiltration of
autologous PRP was practiced for osteoarthritis management; an aliquot of PRP in excess of the amount
needed for infiltration was used for the in vitro investigations of the present study. Blood collection
and PRP preparation was performed as described by Tambella and colleagues [24]. Autologous venous
blood (50 mL) was withdrawn from the jugular vein of each dog using a 60 mL syringe containing
anticoagulant citrate dextrose solution A (ACD-A, Salf S.p.A., Canate Sotto, Bergamo, Italy) at a ratio
of 1:9. PRP was prepared by a double spin technique (180 g for 20 min and 650 g for 15 min) for
density separation of blood components. Platelet count from whole blood and PRP was performed
(Cell Dyn 3500R, Abbott, Wiesbaden, Germany). The platelet concentration in the whole blood ranged
from 195 to 335 × 103/µL, while in the PRP it ranged from 907 to 1341 × 103/µL (platelet concentration
increased from 3.5- to 5.0-fold). In order to prepare autologous thrombin-rich solution, additional 10 mL
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of whole blood were collected in two 5 mL sodium citrate tubes (3.8%; Vacuette Tube, Greiner Bio-One
GmbH, Kremsmünster, Austria), which were centrifuged at 650× g for 10 min. The supernatant plasma
fraction was collected in a tube and mixed with calcium gluconate 10% (446 mEq/L of Ca2+, Monico
SpA, Mestre, Venezia, Italy) at the ratio of 5:1 and then it was incubated at 37 ◦C for 30 min. The clot
obtained was squeezed against the walls of the tube with a sterile Pasteur pipette and the resulting
effluent, the thrombin-rich solution, was collected.

2.2. PRP Gels Preparation and Rheological Characterization

PRP used for the rheological characterization was stored at −20 ◦C and, then, thawed prior
to use. All PRP gels for the rheological characterization were prepared by mixing directly on the
plate of the rotational rheometer (Kinexus Lab+, Malvern Instruments Ltd., Malvern, UK) 1.4 mL
of PRP, 0.166 mL of autologous thrombin-rich solution and 0.058 mL of CaCl2 (Carlo Erba, Rodano,
Italy) solution at three concentrations (216 mM; 432 mM or 648 mM). The concentration of CaCl2
in the final formulations were 7.7 mM, 15.4 mM and 23.1 mM, in the range of those reported in the
literature [41,42]. Controls without autologous thrombin-rich solution or CaCl2 solution were also
prepared by adding the corresponding volume of water. PRP gels were prepared directly onto the
plate of the rheometer to avoid any eventual breakage of their texture due to the manipulation and
to mimic the formation of the gel at the site of application in in vivo experiments. The following
rheological tests were performed: (i) stress sweep test at 25 ◦C and 1Hz in the range 0.1–500 Pa to test
the resistance of the gel to mechanical solicitation and breakage/recovery conditions. (ii) Frequency
sweep test at 25 ◦C and a stress of 0.5 Pa to investigate the rheological behaviour of the gels in the
range of frequencies 0.01–10 Hz. (iii) All tests were preceded by a time sweep test at 25 ◦C, 0.5 Pa
and 1 Hz for 40 min to assess the rheological stability over time. To assess the influence of storage
conditions on the rheological properties of PRP gels, stress and frequency tests were also performed on
gels prepared using PRP stored at 4 ◦C after thawing for 1, 5, 9 and 20 days.

2.3. Determination of Growth Factors Content in PRP

A series of Enzyme-Linked Immunosorbent Assay (ELISA) tests was used to determine the content
of GFs in freshly-prepared PRP samples activated (PRPT) or not activated with thrombin (PRPN).
The activation was achieved by mixing PRP with thrombin-rich solution at a volumetric ratio 8:1.
The determination has been performed on freshly prepared PRPT and PRPN samples (T0) and after
incubation for 24 (T24), 48 (T48) and 72 (T72) hours at 37 ◦C. GFs content was also determined on
not-activated frozen-thawed PRPN samples (PRPN-FT). In this case, an aliquot of the freshly-prepared
PRPN sample was placed at −20 ◦C, thawed after 24 h, and the GFs concentration was determined.
The ELISA kit used for the growth factors determination were Nori® canine Epidermal Growth Factor
(EGF); Nori® canine Fibroblast Growth Factor (FGF); Nori® canine Transforming Growth Factor-beta
2 (TGFβ2); Nori® canine (Platelet-Derived Growth Factor-AA (PDGF-AA); Nori® canine PDGF-AB;
Nori® canine PDGF-BB; Nori® canine Vascular Endothelial Growth Factor (VEGF). All ELISA kits were
from Genorise Scientific, INC. (Glen Mill, PA, USA). These assays have been performed following the
protocol indicated on the datasheet. Briefly, this test is a quantitative sandwich enzyme immunoassay
that uses specific antibodies for each growth factor, precoated onto a microplate. In general, samples
of 100 µL were applied (eight replicated) to the precoated 96-well plate, subsequently 100 µL of
biotinylated polyclonal antibodies were added and incubated for 1h at room temperature. Afterwards,
100 µL avidin-HRP-conjugate was added and incubated for 20 min at room temperature, and finally
after an intensive wash, a substrate was added to the wells. The final colour development is proportional
to the amount of growth factor bound in the initial step. After the addition of a stop solution, the colour
intensity was measured spectrophotometrically at a wavelength of 450 nm using a microplate reader
(Multiskan Ascent 96/384 Plate Reader, Dasit, Cornaredo, Italy). To correct the optical imperfections
of the plate, readings at 540 nm were subtracted from the reading at 450 nm. For each growth factor
determination, a standard curve was generated using as standards the growth factor provided by
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each kit (EGF: 8–500 pg/mL; FGF: 15–1000 pg/mL; TGFβ2: 28–1800 pg/mL; PDGF-AA: 22–1400 pg/mL;
PDGF-AB: 16–1000 pg/mL; PDGF-BB: 28–1800 pg/mL; VEGF: 37–2400 pg/mL). In this case, the standard
curve was realized by plotting the mean absorbance for each standard on the y-axis against the
concentration on the x-axis. The data were linearized by plotting the log of each standard growth
factor concentration versus the log of the absorbance value and the best fitting line was determined by
regression analysis. The concentrations of GFs were normalized to 1000 × 103/µL platelets number in
all final calculations [43]. Statistical analysis was performed using GraphPad Prism® 6.01 software
(GraphPad Software Inc., San Diego, CA, USA). Data were expressed as mean ± SD. The significance
of differences among the average content of GFs was determined using two-way ANOVA with Tukey
correction employed for multiple comparison. Significant differences between means were indicated
when P < 0.05.

2.4. Application of PRP in Veterinary Medicine

A case study about the potential clinical application of PRP-gel is reported. PRP-gel was used in
a dog with complete rupture of the common calcaneal tendon (Achilles tendon) following a direct
sharp trauma. At presentation, the dog showed a deep wound in the caudo-lateral aspect of the distal
diaphyseal region of the tibia with sudden onset of severe lameness. The dog completely spared the
load of the limb in standing position. During weight bearing, the tarsocrural joint sinks in a hyperflex
position, with associated stifle hyperextension and plantigrade stance, the typical attitude of complete
rupture of the common calcaneal tendon. Surgical therapy was undertaken with approximation of the
tendon ends by an end-to-end suture using monofilament material. Autologous PRP gel was positioned
as a sleeve around the tendon lesion to obtain a biological augmentation for tendon repair. In order
to protect tendon repairing during the initial stages of healing, a bilateral-uniplanar, minimal type,
transarticular external skeletal fixator was applied in double frame (calcaneotibial and metatarsotibial)
to achieve temporary immobilization of the tarsus. The external fixator was removed four weeks after
surgery. An eight-week follow-up was performed.

3. Results and Discussion

3.1. Rheological Properties of PRP

Mechanical properties are fundamental to investigate in order to evaluate the applicability of PRP
gels in veterinary biomedical treatments (e.g., surgery, wound healing). The most commonly applied
technique for this purpose is rheology. Rheological measurements have been already performed
on PRP gels prepared from human plasma [44,45] but never applied on PRP gels prepared from
canine plasma. It is known that a clotting process occurs when platelets are activated by contact of an
external activator, which is collagen type 1 in vivo, while a large choice of activators can be used ex
vivo. Among them, the most employed method to obtain a clotted material, known as PRP gel, is the
activation with thrombin (autologous or synthetic) alone or in presence of Ca2+ [41]. The activation
involves the degranulation of platelets with a consequent release of GFs, useful for the tissue repairing
process and the cleavage of fibrinogen in fibrin, leading to the formation of the matrix in which the
GFs are embedded, and responsible of the formation of a clotted “gel-like” material that can be applied
for medical treatments. Generally, a soft “gel” with suitable characteristics to be managed and applied
during surgery has been obtained by the association of thrombin with Ca2+ [24,46]. However, the
real effect of thrombin and Ca2+ on the consistency of these gels has never been investigated for both
human and canine PRP. Consistency of PRP gels can be described from a rheological point of view by
the complex modulus G*, keeping into account the contribution of the storage modulus (G′) and the
loss modulus (G”) recorded during oscillatory measurements. By following the variation of G* over
time (time sweep test, Figure 2), the time needed for the formation of the internal network leading to
the gel-like system can be visualised. PRP alone behaves as a liquid material, being the measured G*
close to zero. For the other samples, the variation of G* over time shows characteristic steps. A first
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increase in the consistency occurs in the first 5 min from mixing the components (PRP, thrombin-rich
solution and Ca2+), which can be attributed to the early effect of thrombin. This time lapse, referring
to the conversion of fibrinogen in fibrin, is comparable to that already reported for the clotting of
PRP with autologous thrombin [47]. The adding of Ca2+ determines a further remarkable increase in
consistency, which is four- to fivefold higher than the sample activated with the only thrombin-rich
solution. On the other side, the time for clotting (between 2.5 min and 6 min) as well as for reaching the
final consistency becomes longer by up to 30–40 min. Indeed, in the presence of Ca2+, the rheological
properties of PRP gels are predominantly affected by the cation rather than by thrombin. This means
that Ca2+ is able to promote the internal network structure of PRP gels, by increasing the rate of fibrin
monomer polymerization [48] or the physical cross-linking between fibrin peptides favoured by the
activation of XIII coagulation factor [49]. Among the tested Ca2+ concentrations, the gel prepared with
15.4 mM of Ca2+ solution showed a good compromise in terms of maximum consistency (G* ~27 Pa)
and time for reaching G* plateau value (around 25 min).Biomedicines 2020, 8, x FOR PEER REVIEW 6 of 16 
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thrombin (PRP_THR) and in the presence of Ca2+ at the three tested concentrations [PRP_THR_Ca(1),
7.7 mM; PRP_THR_Ca(2), 15.4 mM; PRP_THR_Ca(3), 23.1 mM] from time sweep tests at 25 ◦C.

In terms of resistance to the applied mechanical solicitation (tangential stress), all PRP gels show
the typical strain hardening effect, as widely described in the literature [45,50]. Indeed, PRP gels, as well
as many filamentous biopolymer dispersions (such as actin, collagen, fibrin) have a typical nonlinear
viscoelastic mechanical response when deformed in shear, resulting in a stiffing or hardening effect on
the systems over the applied stresses. This effect occurs at relatively low stress values, at which the large
majority of polymeric dispersions behaves differently. Generally, for most of the polymeric dispersions,
the rheological moduli are independent of the applied stress (linear viscoelastic regimen), then they
show a decrease of the stress values at which the internal structure of the samples collapses. The effect
of strain hardening can be explained by the semiflexible nature of the fibrin filaments, composing PRP
gels [51,52]. Fibrin filaments show a nonlinear force extension relation, probably due to an increased
elastic response of the polymeric network. This increased elasticity results from a larger steric contact
at the filament network junction, when deformed in shear, due to possible collective rearrangements or
alignments of fibrin filaments at a microscopic scale [53,54]. The stiffening is clearly visible above a
stress of 1 Pa for all systems, while below this stress value the mechanical solicitation is possibly not
sufficient to induce this rheological effect. The measured G* value still increases up to a critical value,
at which G* modulus abruptly drops, indicating the collapse of the microstructure. At this stress value,
the internal networking structure is lost and samples become liquid-like, as revealed by the much
lower G* values (around 0.1 Pa) recorded just after the brakeage. The structural effect of Ca2+ on PRP
gels can be also highlighted. Indeed, the measured G* values are higher for systems prepared with a
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larger amount of Ca2+ in all range of applied stresses, with the major effect observable when a 15.4 mM
of Ca2+ is added. A further increase of Ca2+ exerts only a negligible effect on G* value. The effect of
Ca2+ is also evident by looking at the critical stress values. These values are higher for increasing Ca2+

concentrations in the systems. Particularly, these values are around 40 Pa for the system prepared
with a 7.7 mM of Ca2+ and increase up to 100 Pa for the system with 15.4 mM and up to 250 Pa
for the system prepared with a 23.1 mM of Ca2+ (Figure 3a). Interestingly, if another stress sweep
test is performed after 5 min from the end of the previous one, a certain recovery of the viscoelastic
behaviour is observed. In this case, a major recovery was observed for the system prepared by adding
7.7 mM of Ca2+, no recovery, instead, was observed for the sample prepared with 23.1 mM of Ca2+.
Thus, Ca2+, while promoting the consistency of PRP gels and increasing the resistance to brakeage at
higher applied stresses, also exerted a negative effect on the recovery of the viscoelastic properties of
PRP gels (Figure 3b). This can be explained by supposing that the higher critical stress to be applied
for gel breakage in the presence of large amount of Ca2+ eventually determines an irreversible effect on
the cross-linking sites of the fibrin network.
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Figure 3. Variation of the complex modulus (G*) over the applied stress (Pa) for PRP after activation
with thrombin (PRP_THR) and in presence of Ca2+ at the three tested concentrations [PRP_THR_Ca(1),
7.7 mM; PRP_THR_Ca(2) 15.4 mM; PRP_THR_Ca(3), 23.1 mM]. Two consecutive stress sweep tests
were performed at 25 ◦C to highlight the breakage point of PRP formulations (a) and their recovery (b).

The presence of a fibrin network in PRP gels is also confirmed by the results of frequency sweep
test (Figure 4). Despite the not marked consistency of PRP gels as resulted from the measured G*
values, these systems can be considered real gels from a rheological point of view, thereby showing a
solid-like behaviour, since the elastic modulus G′ is higher than the viscous modulus G” in all the
range of frequencies analysed. Indeed, G′ modulus is quite independent of the frequency (almost
a constant value for G′ in a wide range of frequencies) differently from G” modulus, which shows
an increasing trend at least in the range of frequencies 0.01–2 Hz. The effect of frequency on G” is
particularly evident in the sample without Ca2+, while it is less marked on the samples prepared with
an increasing amount of Ca2+, confirming the role of this cation in promoting the structuring of the
PRP gels.

Storage stability of PRP at 4 ◦C was evaluated by comparing the rheological properties of gels
prepared with Ca2+ at a concentration of 15.4 mM the same day or after five, nine and 20 days from
thawing. Actually, both in terms of resistance to the applied stress (Figure 5a) or viscoelastic properties
(Figure 5b), the obtained gels prepared at a different storage time are comparable, indicating the
stability of PRP, which can be used for the preparation of the gel for biomedical application at least up
to 20 days from the collection.
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3.2. Quantitative Determination of Growth Factors in PRP

Platelets represent a reservoir of several growth factors that, once released, may regulate tissue
reparative processes. Growth factors are bioactive peptides involved in the regulation of the cell
proliferation and differentiation from epithelium, bone and connective tissues [55]. The content of some
growth factors in the canine PRP stored at different conditions and activated (PRPT) or not (PRPN)
with thrombin has been determined. Here below, the equations of the calibration lines for each GF, with
the corresponding correlation coefficient (R2) values are shown: EGF y = 0.024x + 0.0375, R2 = 0.996;
FGF y = 0.0074x + 0.0091, R2 = 0.971; TGFβ2 y = 0.0003x + 0.1195, R2 = 0.999; PDGF-AA y = 0.0013x +

0.0456, R2 = 0.995; PDGF-AB y = 0.0002x + 0.0048, R2 = 0.913; PDGF-BB y = 0.0003x + 0.0345, R2 = 0.986;
VEGF y = 0.0005x + 0.0011, R2 = 0.950. The function of thrombin, a multifunctional protease, is to
activate the haemostasis and the coagulation stimulating the fibrin deposition and therefore promoting
platelet aggregation. Thrombin is also involved in the connective tissue remodelling processes, in both
normal tissue and vascular repair, in proinflammatory processes and in several pathologic conditions
associated with the activation of the coagulation cascade [56]. The obtained results indicated that each
growth factor behaved differently depending on whether the PRP is activated or not with thrombin
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(Figure 6). The freezing-thawing process also exerts a different effect on the content of each growth factor
(Table 1). In general, the activation with thrombin leads to a greater release of the GFs in the freshly
prepared PRP samples, while the not-activated sample tends to increase their concentration only after
the incubation at 37 ◦C for several hours. By analysing the behaviour of each growth factor examined
in this study, it can be seen that in the freshly prepared PRP the VEGF concentration is double in the
thrombin-activated samples compared to those not activated (PRPN-T0: 541.3 ± 255.4 pg/mL; PRPT-T0:
1100.2 ± 550.3 pg/mL). Incubation of both PRP samples (activated and not activated) for 24, 48 and 72 h
at 37 ◦C, led to a drastic decrease of VEGF concentration (PRPT-T0: 1100.2 ± 550.3 pg/mL; PRPT-T24:
209 ± 53.9 pg/mL, P < 0.0001). Furthermore, the freezing-thawing procedure affected significantly
VEGF concentration in the PRP sample (PRPN-T0: 541.3 ± 255.4 pg/mL; PRPN-FT: 114.8 ± 44.2 pg/mL;
P < 0.05). It is known that VEGF stimulates chemotaxis and proliferation of endothelial cells in order to
promote vasculogenesis and angiogenesis. It also raises the hyperpermeability of blood vessels [12,57].
In addition, in the case of TGFβ2, the thrombin activation leads to a higher concentration of this GF with
respect to the not-activated counterpart (PRPN-T0: 48.8 ± 25.1 pg/mL; PRPT-T0: 363.9 ± 167.8 pg/mL).
The concentration of TGFβ2, reached the highest value in the PRPT sample, after 48 h incubation
at 37 ◦C (PRP-T48: 397.2 ± 177.7 pg/mL). In the not-activated PRP, TGFβ2 reached a concentration
tenfold higher after 24 h incubation at 37 ◦C with respect to the freshly prepared sample (PRPN-T0:
48.8 ± 25.1 pg/mL; PRPN-T24: 421.9 ± 145.9 pg/mL; P < 0.0001). The process of freezing-thawing did
not affect the concentration of TGFβ2. This GF stimulates collagen type II synthesis and proteoglycan
synthesis; it has been shown that TGFβ induces chondrogenesis of mesenchymal stem cells derived
from bone marrow by deposition of a cartilage-specific extracellular matrix [58]. PDGF is a 30 kDa
dimer composed of two main polypeptides (A and B) and two additional polypeptides (C and D), all of
them encoded by separate genes. There are different isoforms of PDGF formed by the combination of
the polypeptide chains, but only three of them are released in a biologically active form: PDGF-AA,
PDGF-BB, PDGF-AB. PDGF is mitogenic for mesenchymal cells such as fibroblasts, osteoblasts
and adipocytes, and stimulates the formation of collagen type I [59–61]. PDGF is involved in
angiogenesis, erythropoiesis, bone formation, wound healing and also in the normal development of
the cardiovascular and respiratory systems, brain and kidney [12,62]. In the canine PRP, the isoform
PDGF-AA reached a high concentration only after 24 h incubation at 37 ◦C, independently from
thrombin activation (PRPN-T24: 904.1 ± 212.5 pg/mL, PRPT-T24: 433.3 ± 82.7 pg/mL). On the contrary,
the isoform PDGF-BB was activated in the freshly-prepared sample only after thrombin activation
(PRPN-T0: not detected; PRPT-T0: 86.7± 39.4 pg/mL). After 24 h incubation at 37 ◦C, PDGF-BB was also
detected in the not-activated PRP, and after 48 h the concentration resulted comparable to that observed
in the activated PRP (PRPN-T48: 110.2 ± 25.3 pg/mL; PRPT-T48: 118.1 ± 71.1 pg/mL). The isoform
PDGF-AB behaved in an intermediate manner with the respect to the other two isoforms. In general,
the freezing-thawing procedure seems not to affect the PDGF concentration independently from the
isoform. EGF concentration is higher in the freshly prepared PRP activated with thrombin (PRPT-T0:
103.53 ± 48.5 pg/mL) with respect to the same not activated sample (PRPN-T0: 4.7 ± 0.9 pg/mL).
After 24 h of incubation at 37 ◦C, EGF concentration increased in the PRPN sample (PRPN-T0:
4.7 ± 0.9 pg/mL; PRPN-T24: 76.1 ± 28.9 pg/mL; P < 0.0001). At longer durations (48 and 72 h), instead,
EGF was not detected. In the PRPT samples, EGF concentration decreased significantly during the first
24 h of incubation at 37 ◦C (PRPT-T0: 103.53 ± 48.5 pg/mL; PRPT-T24: 18.6 ± 4.2 pg/mL; P < 0.0001).
PRPN freezing-thawing procedure leads to a complete loss of the EGF concentration. Some authors
showed that EGF, released at high concentration in human PRP supernatants, is an important activator
of endothelial cells in vitro and for this reason they suggested the use of PRP for the regeneration
of the periodontal tissue [54]. Regarding the behaviour of fibroblast growth factor (FGF), it can be
seen that its concentration is detectable in the PRP samples only after thrombin activation. In fact,
this GF resulted completely absent in the PRPN samples freshly prepared (PRPN-T0) and after 24 h
incubation at 37 ◦C (PRPN-T24), appearing only after 48 h of incubation at 37 ◦C. In the presence
of thrombin, FGF is released at T0 (146.6 ± 75.5 pg/mL), reaching the highest concentration value
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after 24 h incubation at 37 ◦C (378.9 ± 145 pg/mL). In this case, it was not possible to analyse the
effect of freezing-thawing on FGF, since this growth factor was not detectable at T0. FGF has effect
on tissues repair and regeneration such as muscle, skin, tendon/ligament, cartilage, blood vessel,
adipose, bone, tooth, and nerve. FGF has a role in mitogenesis, differentiation, angiogenesis, cellular
migration, and also wound healing. Recently, the effects of storage conditions on GF release of human
PRP have been studied [63–65]. All these works have highlighted the importance of the storage time
and temperature on GFs release from PRP and how these parameters can be controlled to modulate
its biological properties. However, no previous studies have investigated the effect of physiological
temperature (37 ◦C) on the concentration of GFs in PRP at different times. In general, the storage at
37 ◦C has determined a decrease in GFs concentrations after 24 h in PRP both activated or not with
thrombin. Moreover, the freezing-thawing procedure of the prepared PRP samples exerts also an
effect on GFs content, leading to a decrease in concentration of VEGF, EGF, PDGF-AB. Similarly, other
authors [63,66] found that the levels of several GFs (e.g. EGF, VEGF, FGF, PDGF, IGF-1, and TGFβ1)
were significantly decreased after storing PRP at –20 ◦C and a freezing-thawing process.

Table 1. Concentration of growth factors (pg/mL) in fresh not-activated PRP samples (PRPN-T0) and
not-activated PRP samples frozen-thawed (PRPN-FT).

Growth Factor PRPN-T0 (pg/mL) PRPN-FT (pg/mL)

VEGF 541.3 ± 255.4 a 114.8 ± 44.2 b

TGFβ-2 48.8 ± 25.1 a 254.8 ± 102.2 c

EGF 4.7 ± 0.9 N.D.

FGF N.D. N.D.

PDGF-AA 146.9 ± 108.4 155.5 ± 68.5

PDGF-BB N.D. 80.3 ± 33.4

PDGF-AB 218.9 ± 130.6 154.9 ± 84.9

Different letters on the same row indicate a statistically significant difference (a, b: P < 0.05; a, c: P < 0.01).
N.D. = Not Detected

3.3. Application of PRP Gel in Veterinary Medicine

No technical problems occurred during application; the properties of consistency, elasticity and
adherence of the PRP gel allowed an easy application as a sleeve around the sutured common calcaneal
tendon. PRP gel was well-tolerated without apparent side effects. In this case, lameness and weight
load on the injured limb improved progressively during follow-up, both during the permanence of
the external fixator and after its removal, until a correct hind limb support was obtained. An overall
iconographic documentation is reported in Figure 7, summarizing the initial condition, the surgical
treatment, the intraoperative application of PRP and the positive outcome achieved in this clinical
case (Figure 7).

Treatment of complete rupture of the common calcaneal tendon is not an easy-to-treat injury in
human beings, but it is particularly challenging in dogs, also considering the anatomo-physiological
and biomechanical similarities and differences between people and dogs. As suggested in other
studies [66,67], PRP could be used as a biological augmentation for surgical repair of the acute common
calcaneal tendon as it is potentially able to improve functional outcomes.
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Figure 6. Concentration (pg/mL) of growth factors (Vascular Endothelial Growth Factor, VEGF;
Transforming Growth Factor β2, TGFβ2; Endothelial Growth Factor, EGF; Fibroblast Growth Factor,
FGF; Platelet-derived Growth Factor-AA, PDGF-AA; Platelet-derived Growth Factor-BB, PDGF-BB;
Platelet-derived Growth Factor-AB, PDGF-AB) in PRP activated (PRPT) or not activated (PRPN) with
autologous thrombin-rich solution at T0 and after incubation at 37 ◦C for 24 h (T24), 48 h (T48) and 72 h
(T72). ** P < 0.01; **** P < 0.0001. (�): value lower than the limit of detection.
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Figure 7. Complete rupture of the common calcaneal tendon (Achille tendon) in a dog following direct
sharp trauma. (a): condition at presentation showing a deep wound at the tibial diaphyseal region and
complete hind limb load sparing in standing position; (b): plantigrade posture during weight bearing;
(c): surgical approximation of the tendon ends; (d): completed suture pattern; (e): autologous PRP-gel
application; (f): PRP-gel positioned as a sleeve around the tendon lesion; (g): transarticular external
skeletal fixation; (h): correct limb support eight weeks after surgery.

4. Conclusions

In this study, rheological and biological aspects of canine PRP have been characterized in order to
rationalize its use in veterinary biomedical treatments. In particular, the mechanical properties of PRP
gels obtained by adding different calcium concentrations as activator in the presence of thrombin were
investigated by rheology. The monitoring of the different rheological parameters clearly demonstrated
that Ca2+ is able to promote the internal network structure of PRP gels making possible the obtainment
of structured systems with viscoelastic properties and stability, suitable for a potential application.
Furthermore, the effect of physiological temperature (37 ◦C) on the production of GFs from the PRP
at different times has been studied. The content determination of GFs in PRP (activated or not with
thrombin) confirmed that GFs production is dependent on the storage conditions making possible the
modulation of a specific GF concentration, by controlling storage time and temperature (37 ◦C and
−20 ◦C). Thus, this study confirmed that the GFs concentration in PRP preparations is variable and
strictly depends on the storage temperature and duration. Furthermore, the results obtained in the
clinical case study, reported as an example of PRP gels’ applicability, confirmed the potentiality of this
hemocomponent in the daily veterinary clinical activity. Indeed, this study could set the stage for the
development of in vivo studies using canine animal models, which assure a more reliable assessing of
the clinical efficacy of PRP compared to experimentally induced injuries. In this context, the results of
this characterization study on PRP could have a value for the canine species diseases itself and could
also have a high translational value for human health.
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